CASE STUDY - SCHADES: THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
– EUROPE’S NO. 1 IN POS PAPER ROLLS AND SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS FOR FOOD RETAIL!

ABOUT SCHADES
Schades is Europe’s no. 1 manufacturer in POS paper rolls and self-adhesive labels for food retail, with a production of
more than 250 mill paper rolls and 75 mill sqm self-adhesive labels per year. The core business is the production, sales,
marketing and distribution of both plain and printed paper rolls, self-adhesive labels and food wrap. Schades supply
cost-effective solutions and thanks to ongoing investment programs, Schades operate some of the most modern manufacturing facilities in the business.

WHY LEAN-ON

“Our transition process with Lean-On was professional all the way. A complex process
was made simple through best practices, milestones, status meetings and alignments of
expectations.
I felt safe with them during the entire transition process, and we now enjoy the benefits
with Lean-On’s cutting-edge cloud services ensuring the performance and stability of
our infrastructure, keeping our users productive and happy.
Engaging with Lean-On is a good and personal experience. They are very solutionoriented with the intent of our business in mind, always dealing with our requests in a
professional manner. The cutting edge know-how in VDI services with many years of
experience in dealing with the technology stack as a whole, from chip-set to VDI,
enabled a holistic approach to our infrastructure. This was a decisive factor in our
choice of Lean-On as our partner.”
- Arnim Schindler, CIO
Schades

Mogens Andersen, IT system specialist – ANDRITZ Feed & Biofuel A/S

About Lean-On A/S
Lean-On A/S is one of Europe’s leading Cloud Solutions Providers of high-performance VDI and Cloud computing.
We provide the market’s best performing VDI services and customer experience, seamlessly integrated into a high-performance
platform, including an ecosystem built for engineers and companies with high-demanding users and global needs.
Lean-On enables your users to utilize the full potential of their industrial applications, to meet changed demands, and to
empower digital drivers under the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
We are domain experts within centralized IT operations, virtual computing, and HPC services, who are eager to work on some of
the most challenging problems within high-performance VDI and HPC, and have a market-leading customer reference base to
prove it.
Lean-On has globally leading know-how in technologies from Apache Cloudstack, Citrix, Intel, AMD, Microsoft, Supermicro,
Nvidia, Ivanti, as well as suppliers of ZFS storage (Oracle, OmniOS and Nexenta), supplemented with in-house developed products.
Learn more at www.lean-on.com

